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appreciable extent the whims and prejudices of the compiler. This one has taken a fairly
broad view of world mountaineering as seen from here and he is to be congratulated. 0
doubt there will be plenty of arguments when the critics of detail start to pounce.
One of the kindest of my own critics, whose views I much appreciate, has pointed
OUt that the division of book reviews in this Journal into 'Books of the Year' and 'Other
Books' imposes a further risk to the perils of mountain writing-that of being relegated
to 'Other Books' by the' AJ'. The selection for this encyclopaedia leads to similar problems-to be listed (almost starred by the length of individual text) or not listed. For
instance, of the 15 Editors of the 'Alpine Journal' since 1863, 12 are listed, the othets
not.
The Story of the Scottish Hills Campbell Steven (Hale, 1975, pp 192, illustrations,
£3.50) This interestingly written book fills a gap in mountain literature in this country.
The history of mountaineering in Scotland was covered as part of the whole Island story
in 'Mountaineering in Britain' by R. W. Clark and E. C. Pyatt (Phoenix House, 1957).
There is, however, less coordination than might be supposed between Scotland on the
one hand and England and Wales on the other. Distances, climate, rock types combined
to make the development in Scotland follow largely independent lines. All the stalwarts
are here-the early travellers, the great local characters, visiting Sassenachs and the
experts of our own time. Their achievements have given Scottish winter climbing a
significant place in world mountaineering.
This book is a must for all those climbers whose interests extend anywhere beyond
mere technicalities.
Skiing down Mount Everest (A television film lasting 1t hours shown during August,
1975) The Japanese Everest Skiing Expedition, 1970, employed 800 porters and 27 tons
of equipment to place Yuichiro Miura on the S Col. From here, restrained by a parachute, he descended into the W Cwm 2000 m or 0 in 2 minutes+, first on skis, later on
the seat of his trousers. The film took 35 minutes to reach the mountain and more than
an hour to reach the S Col. The final 'epic' 2-minure descent, filmed by telephoto from
the slopes of Lhotse opposite, was distinctly anticlimactic.
The Eiger Sanction (A film starring Clint Eastwood and co-starring in minor parts,
certain British mountaineers who assisted the filming, see review of book in AJ 80291,
Category AA, Colour) It is impossible to follow the story and the changes of scene unless
you have read the book. The mountain sccnery is spectacular; the filming of mountaineering action is mostly very well done, as indeed it should have been with such brilliant
advisers and helpers. Some very short scenes of sex, violence and coarse language are put
in to give it a trendy image; cutting about a minute from the film would have reduced its
category, but presumably its box office appeal also. There would still remain rather toO
much violent death.
For mountaineers there is the additional interest of spotting friends and acquaintances butting into the main action; they include a very untypical John Cleare-here
shown well on the road to becoming yet another 'geriatric eccentric'.

In Memoriam
Introduction
Kevin Fitzgerald
The list of deaths since the last Journal is a long one, and sad. Here are the names
received by mid-December, 1975, set down at random since in the Alpine Club all members are equal. But here are great, world-famous names, the names of quiet, unknown,
happy mountaineers, and the names of young men dying as they performed or attempted great deeds on high hills.
COunt Aldo Bonacossa, Gunter Dyhrenfurth and Armand Charlet (Honorary ,"'em267
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bers). John Grey Broadbent, Sir J. R. M. Butler, Sir Robert Robinson, Duncan Marsh, Sir
WilIiam Straith, DonaId G. Bridel, Richard A. Summerton, Gerald Francis Owens,
Frederick Peloubet Farquhar, Hugh Alexander Haworth, Arnold Potter, Theodore
Howard Somervell, Malcolm Hurworth Slater, Nils Backer Grondahl, Colin Taylor, Mick
Burke, Robert Grossman, Euan Robertson, Charles Meade, R. D. S. Carpendale.
Of some of these a notice, written by friends, appears in the pages following. Of some
no one can be found who remembers or is willing to write.
It begins to look as if the day of the formal obituary notice is over. Rising costs
leading to reduced space will inevitably force the Editor of this Journal into the printing
of lists, followed possibly even a year later by very short notices of those who feel
impelled to write them. The Editor writes of '150 words as a maximum' but, I imagine,
would be lenient up to, say, 220 words. This undoubtedly will be the last year of the
extended notice, at least for some considerable time.
Finally there are one or two personal points which should be made. Our member,
Mary Starkey, would like it made clear that her husband George did not die on the Fells
near Patterdale but at home after a happy day out on the hills. She also points out that
he was only Treasurer of the BMC in 1958/9 and not for 20 years as stated. In this year
of change perhaps I may be allowed to make my own position clear, especially to those
who have ignored my letters or written to question my right to approach them. For over
30 years I have considered membership of the Alpine Club to be the highest possible
honour to which a hill lover could aspire, and my election 2 years ago is still a matter of
wonder and delight. That is why I have pestered my fellow members, written endless
reminders and exhortations, enclosed dozens of stamped and addressed envelopes. The
end is that the names of deceased members of the Alpine Club should be enshrined in
the oldest and most widely read mountaineering Journal in the world.
Mick Burke 1941-1975
Mick Burke never returned from the summit of Everest, which he almost certainly
reached, in rapidly deteriorating weather conditions, on 25 September 1975. He was
above all a big mountain man, rock climbing being regarded as a pleasant diversion. It
was in the big mountains that his true qualities showed, above all in his toughness and
incredible determination. He was always in the forefront of climbing developments, was
part of the Eiger Direct team, and made several notable winter ascents in the Alps,
including the N Face of the Matterhorn, with Dougal Haston, in 1967. After the Cerro
Torre Expedition of 1968 he made a solo journey through Latin America, and on up to
Yosemite where he made the first British ascent of the Nose of El Capitan.
Mick was extremely ambitious, gaining his qualifications as a cameraman the hard
way, (belated '0' Levels; the technique of film-making), and his determined pursuit of
his new vocation left little time for climbing. But he was always able to produce the big
effort when this was required of him, and he gave much spare time to mountaineering
interests, serving the ACG as Committee Member, Secretary, and correspondent at the
time of his death. He was on the screening committee of the Mount Everest Foundation
and the Instructional Committee of the BMC. It should not be forgotten that his film on
the first Everest SW Face Expedition (on which he doubled the roles of climber and
cameraman, with his wife, Beth, as official nurse), won him a Royal TV Award.
On the day of his death we all left Camp 6 together but I was rapidly overtaken by
Pete Boardman, Pertemba, and Mick; my oxygen set failed and a crampon finally fell off.
Mick waited a few moments offering sympathy and then set off for the summit, which
he meant to film. There was no question of his not returning; the terrain was good and
there was a fixed rope. I still find his death hard to gr!lsp, he weighed every risk and was
a born 'survivor'. His loss is most deeply felt by his many friends, all of whom extend
their deepest sympathy to Beth, Sarah, and all his family.
Martin Boysen
Dr Gunter Oskar Dyhrenfurth 1886-1975
G.O.D. as everyone called him, was born in Breslau in 1886 and was assistant professor
of Geology there at the outbreak of the 1914-18 War. He had already spent 8 years in
Switzerland, with his colleague, Albert Spitz, working on the 'Geological Map of
Switzerland'. After the war he became Professor of Geology in Breslau but in 1926 he
came to Zurich and a little later took Swiss nationality. In 1930 he launched his first
Himalayan Expedition and· reached the summit of Jongsong Peak at the time the highest
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mountain to be climbed by man. When Hitler came to power Dyhrenfurth at once
resigned his Breslau Professorship. With much financial difficulty he organised his second
(1934), Himalayan Expedition for which he and his first wife, ettie, were awarded
Gold Medals as 'Prix D'Alpinisme' by the 1936 Olympic Committee.
During the Second War he taught Geography and atural Science in St Gallen, but it
seemed that his active and writing life were over when he suffered a severe accident on
the Lauteraarhorn in 1946. In a sense they were just beginning. Encouraged and
supported by his second wife, Irene, he produced his standard work on the Himalaya,
'To the Third Pole' (Zum Dritten Pol), and in 1953 moved to Ringgenberg where he was
to remain for the rest of his life. It was then that, without negotiation or argument, the
German Federal Republic granted him both reparations and a pension as one of the very
fir t men to take a positive stand again t Hitler. He was 68. In 1960, after travels in
epal and India and the writing of some minor work on Nanga Parbat and Kangchenjunga he published his major book on Himalayan exploration and conquest, 'Der Dritte
Pol'. Each year he produced 'Himalayan Chronicles', while working steadily on the
Brockhaus Encyclopaedia; at heart he remained a geologist. For 12 years, regarding him
always as my master, I worked with Dyhrenfurth compiling lists and tables of Himalayan
interest. At the end we were working together on a list of all Himalayan peaks over
23,000 feet, an undertaking I must finish alone but which will be dedicated to
Dyhrenfurth.
To my mind Dyhrenfurth, 'the old lion', is comparable with Klemperer and
Churchill, all 3 men becoming renowed for single minded dogged tenacity, all 3
possessed of well nigh incredible vitality. As he grew older Dyhrenfurth appeared to
grow stronger, seemingly indestructible, and only dying when he felt that he had lived
long enough. He had extremely rare qualities for a famous man of advanced age. He was
always ready to admit to error or mistakes and to co-operate fully with younger men.
Among so called 'hard men' he was the hardest, impatient of human weakness or frailty,
holding that a man should be master of his life. But fundamentally he was kind and
generous, holding with Pindar that' Love for Mountains is the Best'.
o one is mourning him, all are missing him, all are sympathising with his relatives.
Evetyone who knew him is grateful for the experience, and I, who miss him every day,
think that his epitaph might be taken from the Icelandic Saga, 'One thing I know that
does not die; judgement on dead men'.
Anders BoUnder
Robert Grossman 1885-1975
Doctor Robert Gros man died shortly after his 90th birthday. He climbed with
Dyhrenfurth and the generation who explored the Alps in nailed boots and with hempen
ropes. In his day the upper villages were completely isolated and reachable only on foot.
Grossman climbed virtually every peak of consequence in the Alps, 30 of them above
4000 m, and he visited his beloved mountains annually almost to the year of his death.
Henry Adler
Charles Meade 1881-1975
In the late thirties 2 men well advanced in years were sometimes to be glimpsed walking
on Aran Mawddwy and the remoter hills of Wales. Anyone close enough would have
heard the patois of Savoy; he might even have caught the names of routes and mountains
on which, in active Alpine seasons and Himalayan expeditions, the 2 men had made
climbing history before the First World War. One was Charlie Meade, who died recently
at the age of 93; the other was his guide and close friend, Pierre Blanc. The latter was
often invited to stay at Pen-y-Lan, Meade's house in Montgomeryshire.
It was with the image of these 2 walkers in mind, and with a lively admiration for the
author of 'Approach to the Hills' (a mountaineering classic that ranges effortlessly from
the Guglia di Brenta to Kamet, and evokes with impartial skill Christmas at Bonneval or
ballooning across the Jura on a moonlight night), that I first met Cha.rlie Meade some 25
years ago. He proved to be a man of unusual and highly attractive personality. As he can
rarely have visited the AC since the Second World War, for he was not a 'c1ubable' man
(in the sense that Or J ohnson used the term of Boswell), it seems the more important to
recall here something of his appearance and character.
I do not know that Meade was unusually tall, but he was so spare that he looked it
even in extreme age. His head was small; under a good forehead he carried a rather
pointed nose. A suggestion of tightness about his lips was relieved by a smile rarely
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long-suppressed. There was the merest touch of irony to it. His hands were fine and
seemed made for the sensitive exploration of rock.
There was a fineness, in another sense, in his discriminating judgement. His ideas were
his own; few men were less amenable to formal regimentation of thought or conduct.
(He started the First World War as a 2nd Lieutenant, and so ended it. This must be a
unique record for someone of his capabilities and social background.) Himself, on the
other hand, he regimented without hesitation, and by Christian values, of which he had
no doubt. Yet there was no trace of the doctrinaire about him; his sense of humour saw
to that. The impression he gave was of a rare blend of reticence and firmness, and
perhaps above all of a courtesy rooted in consideration for others.
For those how knew him at Pen-y-Lan, he comes most easily to mind in his 18th
Century library, standing in front of a great wood fire. He bore an astonishing resemblance to portraits of his distinguished ancestors on the library walls, and when he spoke
of mountains and mountain dwellers, one caught the tempo and flavour of an earlier age,
of Zermatt at the turn of the century, or of Savoie and Dauphine when the upper valleys
were still remote and rarely visited.
Though Meade later knew the cruel isolation of age, with the death of a greatly loved
wife and of virtually all his contemporaries, the mountains remained. Only a few months
ago, he brought out some old books of Alpine photographs. As we turned the pages,
climbs made 70 years ago were still vivid to him. At over 90 he retained firmness of step
and character, and a mind as sensitive and idiosyncratic as ever.
R. R. Fedden
Major Gerald Owens 1937-1975 and Captain Richard Summerton 1945-1975
Gerry Owens and Richard Summerton were lost on Nuptse on 9 May 1975, making a bid
for the summit. They were last seen climbing together in the summit couloir.
Gerry's death ended a fine mountaineering career: Nuptse would have been his fourth
major Himalayan peak in 7 years. In addition he was a fine all round sportsman, playing
cricket and hockey for his Regiment, The Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters. He
was an enthusiastic ornithologist. He could on occasion be withdrawn and uncommunicative; on one of these (in the Kulu), he endured an avalanche in total silence as it
flowed about him in a highly dangerous situation, and after it had passed ignored my
expressions of relief and merely indicated that it was time to descend. He will be greatly
missed by his friends, both in the mountains and his Regiment, and their deepest
sympathy goes out to his fiancee. Gerry died at the height of his powers, at 37. In the
1974 Alpine season he had climbed 5 N Faces in the Oberland. including a solo ascent of
the Silberhorn.
The death of Richard Summerton at 29 is a great loss to his many friends and to the
Royal Engineers. His Himalayan career began in 1969 and he was on Annapurna in 1970,
being injured in an avalanche. His great strength in the mountains lay in his practical
common sense in planning, and in the management of equipment, as on the successful
Annapurna Expedition. Adventurous by nature he played a key part in the reconnaissance of the swamps during Blashford-Snell's Darien expedition. He was a keen orienteer,
and a cross-country skier who both trained and raced with his Regimental team. Many
young sappers owe their introduction to the climbing scene to Richard, who like Gerry
Owens was planning to get married at the time of his death.
Henry Day
Acnold Potter 1910-1974
Arnold Potter was elected to the Club in 1938. proposed by G. W. Young and seconded
by C. A. Elliott. He began his climbing career at the age of 10 with an ascent of the
Rawyl Weisshorn and he traversed the Grand Muveran at the age of 12. His AC list included a traverse of the Matterhorn. the Zinal Rothorn from the Triftjoch, spring ascents of
the Jungfrau, Monch. Gross Fiescherhorn, Ebnefliih and Mittaghorn with Joseph
Knubel. and numerous guideless ascents at Arolla including Mont Coil on and the Dent de
Tsalion by the W ridge. He also had a season in Norway. which included an ascent of the
Store Skagastolstind. He joined the Common Room at Wellington in 1932 as a mathematician of distinction-Cambridge Wrangler-and taught mathematics there for the
whole of his career. At Wellington he made daring ascents of the Chapel spire and the 2
main towers which he decorated with Union Jacks in honour of the Jubilee of George V.
We first climbed together. with others in N Wales in the winter of 1940 where he led
ropes up the Holly Tree Wall, The Gambit and Crib Goch Buttress. In February. much
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against the wishes of the Headmastet and Governors he left Wellington to join the RAF
and served as a navigator throughout the war including a long spell in Malta.
After the war, in the summer of 1946, he took a party of Wellingtonians to Arolla
where I joined him and I well remember an ascent of the Aiguille de la Za which involved
several trips up and down the final rocks so that all the boys could be brought safely to
the summit. He continued to take boys to N Wales and to the Alps, but he was handicapped by trouble with an ankle. In later years he took his numerous sons to the Alps. I
spent a memorable fortnight with him at Pralognan in 1959, once taking 3 of his sons
and a friend up a mountain, their combined ages being less than mine.
Arnold Potter was a gay companion, a sound climber with an intense love of the
mountains, a staunch friend and a man of indomitable courage. It was characteristic that
he continued with his teaching until a few weeks before his death. The Club can ill
afford his loss.
J. A. H. Peacocke
Euan Robertson 1880-1975
Euan Robertson died after a fall in his home. He was a very close friend of our family,
but I cannot claim to have climbed with him as he was giving up as I began. It was his
encouragement which led me to the hills.
His first Alpine climb was a new route, done at the age of 10 in a large party with his
father, the SW ridge of L'Eveque. On that occasion there were 2 guides, but he climbed
guideless sometimes, Harold Raeburn being one of his companions. He was elected to the
Club in 1907 with qualifications which would be acceptable today, and was a regular
visitor to the Alps until middle-aged. He always retained his love of climbing and the
mountains, climbing the Matterhorn in 1899 and 1902 and, as he wrote to me when over
80, 'going to have a last look at it'.
He was still attending his Edinburgh law office at the age of 88, walking up the stairs
as he despised lifts which 'would make him old': he may never have retired officially.
Euan's father was one of our Members, a Victorian of the old school who referred to
golf as a game for women, invalids, and old men, took up the game at 80, played until he
was 95, and died at 97. Like his son, true to his principles.
lain Ogilvie
Sir Robert Robinson 1886-1975
Sir Robert Robinson's interest in mountaineering, and mountains, was very much greater
and occupied much more of his earlier life than most of his scientific colleagues ever
suspected. Lady Gertrude Robinson was an almost constant companion on these expeditions, and most of their Christmas and Easter holidays until the beginning of the
Second World War were spent climbing in Britain. This included climbing on both rock
and gtitstone, or snow in winter, fell walking and general mountaineering. The Robinsons
enjoyed the mountains enormously and were very experienced mountaineers. They had
several near escapes, and on one occasion Sir Robert fell down a crevasse. His companions pulled hard on the rope-it did not move and they thought they were holding
him-but to their surprise he suddenly appeared, having chimneyed out of the crevasse
unaided. The rope was frozen into the snow.
Robert Robinson was only 17 when he was introduced to mountaineering by J.
Morton Clayton, a member of the Alpine Club, with a traverse of the Wetterhorn. In the
next 8 years, until he moved to Sydney, he spent almost every summer in the Swiss Alps
in the Arolla-Zermatt-Saas Fee area, and climbed almost all the major peaks including
the Dent Blanche and the Dufourspitze. On one of these occasions he met Edward
Whymper, and accompanied him on the walk down from Zermatt to St NikJaus.
While at Sydney one of the gteat attractions was the New Zealand Alps, which had
been little explored at that time. In the summers of 1913-1916 the Robinsons ascended
Mounts Wakefield, Malte Brun, Annette and Footstool, and made the first guideless
ascent of Mount Sealy. With Conrad Kain, the remarkable Austrian guide, the Robinsons
climbed the Aiguille Rouge. The next day Sir Robert, with 3 others and Conrad Kain,
made the second gtand traverse of Coronet Peak and the first ascent of Mount Meeson,
which he has described as 'very easy'.
After returning to Britain, via the Canadian Rockies where only walking proved
poss'ible, the Robinsons confined themselves to climbing in Scotland and the Lake District, both in summer and winter, until 1920 when a summer in the Pyrenees began an
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almost unbroken series of Alpine climbing holidays until 1939.'These were mainly in the
Swiss Alps, and included ascents of the Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau, occasional visits to
the French and Italian Alps, and 2 visits to Norway.
In all, Sir Robert made over 100 ascents of Alpine peaks. His mountaineering activities, in more recent years, consisted mainly of hill and pass walking. He climbed Piz
Julier when he was 70, and his last climb, of Table Mountain in South Aftica, was in
1966. He was elected to membership of the Rucksack Club in 1920, and to the Alpine
Club in 1949.
Dr Morin Acheson (Canadian Alpine Club)
Theodore Howard Somerve1l1890-1975
One of the early occasions when I met Howard Somervell was in 1919 on the Mer de
Glace. With others we had both set out at dawn to 'rescue' Professor Pigou, reported
taken ill on the Periades. It was a somewhat amusing episode, for we were all skidding
about (without crampons) on the glazed surface of the glacier in the early morning, with
Somervell full of vigour and more balanced than the rest of the party, but eventually
sharing our surprise, if not disgust, to see the Professor and his party progressing briskly
down the middle of the glacier, roped and by no means ill. This was during one of
Somervell's earlier Alpine seasons, although he had been out before the First War. Some
of his climbs, many of them on first class peaks, are recorded in his interesting book,
'After Everest' (1936) and others in the AJ and elsewhere. Initially he had done a considerable amount of rock-climbing in the English Lake District, leading some of the more
severe routes. But important though many of these earlier expeditions may have been, they
tend almost to pale into insignificance when one realises Somervell's achievements elsewhere, particularly on Everest. His climb in 1922 reaching about 27,000 ft, and again in
1924 with Norton attaining about 28,000 ft were, of course, remarkable. But as outstanding in their way were the parts he played otherwise, especially his rescue of the
porters on the N Col slopes under extremely dangerous conditions, a superb act of skill
and coolness. And what an exhibition of resolution and tOughness was his personal fight
for physiological survival in his struggle to overcome suffocation caused by the frozen
lining of his larynx, during his descent from 28,000 ft in 1924! One can only wonder
whether anyone even in the most severe Polar conditions can have survived such an
ordeal. Howard Somervell must indeed have been one of the hardiest mountaineers of all
time.
Following Rugby School and Caius College, Cambridge, where his musical talents
early showed themselves and where he tOok a double first in the Natural Sciences Tripos,
he embarked on his chosen profession of medicine, and surgery in particular. Hardly had
he qualified when the Great War broke out, and he was posted out to a Casualty Clearing
Station in France. There he was plunged into all the horrors of that holocaust, and was
forced as a very young surgeon intO undertaking skilled work on casualties that was
almost beyond the capabilitiesof his experienced fellow-officers. He has described in his
book 'After Everest' the revulsion to his sensitive nature of the carnage only relieved by
the sight of thousands of uncomplaining young men severely wounded who had volunteered to sacrifice their lives for their country. But it was this early experience, particularly
in major surgery and in radiography, that was to stand him in such good stead in his
career in India as a pioneering medical missionary and a social benefactor. It is of course
impossible in this brief notice to cite more than the barest facts of it.
On his return from Everest in 1922 Somervell was offered a post on the surgical staff
of University College Hospital, which, in his own words, 'meant that the front door to
eminence in my chosen profession had been opened'. But he had already paid a visit to
his old friend Dr Pugh at the mission hospital at Neyyoor in Travancore, and had seen
the urgent need for assistance for this grossly over-worked and dedicated doctOr. So with
prompt resolution, but not without some reluctance at having to forsake things so near
to his heart as his devoted family, his home in the mountains of the Lake District, his
musical opportunities and other cultural interests, Somervell decided that his future
must lie in that part of India where needs were so urgent. Holding very broad and practical Christian principles, he was determined not to drive those principles down the
throats of Hindu or other devotees, as he declared was so often the tendency of missionaries. Indeed he has written 'the old idea of medical missions as a bait to catch the
unwary and then proceed to proselytize him is obviously not merely out-of-date but
definitely wrong and un-Christian'. Moreover, he wrote amusingly of his collisions with
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narrow minded Christian missionaries, who on the voyage out to India were strongly
critical of his dancing and card-playing etc! Somervell's great advantage proved to be his
ability to identify himself with the Indian people, treating them as brothers and sisters,
and the hospital patients not merely as cases, not even as 'interesting cases'.
It is quite impossible to record all the many aspects of Somervell's remarkable and
(let it be known) honorary work in India, whether at Neyyoor for more than 22 years,
or later in charge of surgery at the Christian Medical College at Vellore. Much of this was
described in his later books: 'Knife and Life in India' (1940 and 1955) and 'India Calling' (1947). He was recognised as an international authority on duodenal ulcers, which
are so rife in S India, and his further book, 'The Surgery of the Stomach and Duodenum'
(1948), skilfully illustrated by himself, was widely acclaimed. And in all these enterprises
he was wonderfully supported by his wife, Margaret, daughter of Sir James Hope
Simpson, whom he married in 1925, and rook out to Neyyoor after a honeymoon in the
mountains of Norway. Though not perhaps claiming to be an experienced mountaineer,
she made many climbs and mountain journeys with Howard. For throughout his career
he made a point of keeping himself physically fit by regular holidays and expeditions
into the mountains. And what a spendid example of fitness and endurance he had shown
himself to be from his early Alpine days: eg 32 peaks in one season in 1923! Two sons
have followed him into the medical profession, one to Vellore.
No record of Howard Somervell can be in any way complete without a mention of
his other accomplishments of landscape-painting and music. How many mountaineers,
and others, have delighted in his exquisite paintings and sketches, whether in watercolours, oils or pastels, of an immense range of mountain and other scenes! No one has
so faithfully caught the moods and subtleties of the Tibetan landscape and atmosphere.
To have sat down on an unstable rock at about 26,000 ft on Everest in 1922 and
executed a charming little pastel sketch was one supreme achievement; and then finally
in December 1974, in the Alpine Club gallery, to have exhibited (as a valete) no less than
97 of his works in this 85th year can assuredly never be equalled!
Moreover, from his childhood he developed a passion for music, for him, as he
declared, the highest of the arts. Beethoven was his favourite composer. On twO
occasions, when staying at Rye in Sussex, he cycled twice the 150 miles and back to the
Queen's Hall, London, to hear Beethoven in the Promenade Concerts. But he later
admitted that he would not do it again unless it were for Brahms! His appreciation and
grasp of music was such that on his rerurn from Tibet in 1922 he wrote all the music for
the Expedition's film-show, and arranged for Western instruments the characteristic
folk-runes which he had collected in the Himalaya.
During the Everest Expeditions Somervell found in Mallory a particularly close
friend, one with whom he could really talk freely of more serious things, and with whom
he often read poetry aloud when sharing a tent: especially selections from Bridge's
'Spirit of Man'. He felt Mallory's death very deeply, and often thought over the manner
of his disappearance. Last year (1974) from a friend living in Shetland I myself received
a transcript of a 'message' which he had received, purporting to have come from lrvine.
(This described in some detail how they reached the summit, and that an accident
occurred on their way down.) I discussed this with Somervell, who thought it to be a
possible explanation of the fate of Mallory and Irvine. As an open-minded scientist he
was unwilling to be identified with those who are incapable of even allowing for the
existence of a spirit-world, or who pose as superior sceptics or downright unbelievers.
'The Times' of 25 January '75 in their considerable obiruary notice described
Somervell as a 'Visionary on Everest'. But surely he was more than thar. He was one of
the most gifted and accomplished men of our time, in fact I would say, unique. Apart
from anything else, the character and extent of his work especially in S India was
unequalled; bur all-too-slowly did the Government recognise it and tardily awarded him
an OBE. His early achievement of a FRCS was inevitable, but his long Indian experience
was to give him, too, unusual ability as a physician. Later of course, on his rerurn home,
the Presidency of the Alpine Club, and of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the
English Lake District, the Vice-Presidency of the Himalayan Club, and office in sundry
artistic groups, all came his way; but meanwhile he was lecturing widely for the cause of
medical missionary work in India. It will be long before the world sees again the like of
this many-sided and accomplished man: perhaps 'Fortuna multis dat nimium', but as
Howard Somervell himself would no doubt have added 'nulli satis'.
N. E. Odell
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T. S. Blakeney writes:
Any tribute to Somervell would be incomplete without reference to what to him was
the most important thing in his life, his medical work in S India. Among medical
missionaries Somervell was one of the most eminent of this century; it has been my good
fortune to have stayed with him at Neyyoor and also with Albert Schweitzer at
Lambarene, and I can say without hesitation that the former stands the comparison very
well. If Schweitzer had more to do initially in establishing his hospital-cutting it out of
the forest-Somervell had a bigger task to organise, Neyyoor being at one time the largest
mission hospital in the world.
Both men compared in other ways: each sacrificed a career in a profession in which
they had great prospects; each was an ardent lover of music; Somervell was also a keen
painter of mountain scenery. By Roing out to Neyyoor in 1923 (after a flying visit in
1922, following the Everest expedition), he had to forego a fine appointment that had
been offered to him in London, that would have led on to a big career in surgery. He
certainly got plenty of surgery at Neyyoor, where he performed an almost incredibly
high proportion of the major operations, as well as having to cope with much elseepidemics of cholera, or treatment of leprosy.
If a readiness to give up all normal prospects of worldly advancement for the sake of
one's ideals, is the hall-mark of greatness of character, one may hazard the guess that the
Alpine Club has had no greater member than T. H. Somervell. To have known him is part
of 'life's unalterable good'.
Sir WilIiam Sttath, KCB 1907-1975
Bill Strath was a competent climber on both rock and snow but I was 13 years his senior
and never quite sure whether my own climbing was up to AC standard. But, through
choosing to take our holidays in different areas each year, we came to know the Alps of
Switzerland, France, Italy and Austria pretty well and we had tremendous fun, and that
surely is the purpose of the exercise. I first met Bill in 1946 when he and his wife Vera
joined our party at Glenbrittle. In '47 Bill came down to join us at Arolla from Moscow
where he had been representing the Ministry of Supply. Our holiday that year was
saddened by the news received from Chamonix of John Barford's death.
Bill Strath was a distinguished civil servant and industrialist with great personal
charm, a fine brain and an equally fine sense of humour which enabled him to appreciate
our amusement at some of the silly things he did at the commencement of our holidays
when he was obviously much out of training. Little sense of rhythm, stopping at any
opportunity to take a photo or quench his thirst at the first mountain stream he saw, he
was certainly not at his best in the early mornings. I have a grand photo of him half-way
up the Matterhorn in August 1948-stretched out full length on a chaise longue at the
old Schwarzsee Hotel. Elias Julen and I had much difficulty in digging him out. Exactly
10 years later, we were sunning ourselves on top of the Campanile Basso in the Brenta
Alps with Giglio Alimonte.
Around 1956 Bill brought his first car but rather unwisely took it out to the
Lotschental before learning safely to drive it backwards. On the way over to Zinal he
drove the wrong way up a one-way street in Sierre, and retreating into the busy main
road behind us was a hair-raising experience. His temper could be both short and sweet.
He was very cross at GrindelwaId in 1961 when John Henderson and I insisted on walking
over to the Engelhorner instead of driving the long way round with him in his car. But
Chris Bonington and Don Whillans will remember Bill and Vera entertaining us liberally
with' cafe avecs' at the Schweizerhof that year when Chris told uS he was joining Van
den Berghs (myoid firm) on 4 September.
Bill certainly had great charm and he was a good companion both at high levels and
in the 'fleshpots' of Gardone etc. It is sad indeed that he died so soon after finding their
lovely home at Stanton to which he had JUSt retired.
Brian Dickson
Colin Henry Taylor 1937-1974
The accidental death of Colin Taylor on 15 August 1974 has swept from the Club and
the climbing world a many-sided enthusiast, and no mean mountaineer. He died on the S
face of the Obergabelhorm, on the crucial portion of dubious rock which forms a rib
below the summit. It is probable that the ledge on which he was standing, looking for a
belay after leading the pitch, collapsed in entirety, taking him with it. The resulting
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rockfall struck, fused and broke the rope below him. He fell about 900 feet and was
killed outright.
He started climbing when he was at school where the activity was regarded with
disfavour, and pursued it further in the RAF during his National Service. It was there
that he met his early Alpine companion-a character who is only a name to his later
friends-'George'-but with whom he shared many early exploits including the Hornli
ridge on the Matterhorn in his first season in 1956. But it was at Oxford that his
climbing career bloomed. He was elected in successive years to the Honorary Secretaryship and Presidency of OUMC, but more important he came into contact with and
became one of an active group seeking harder routes in the Alps.
In 1962 he made an early British ascent of the N face of the Petit Dru and he kept
climbing to a consistently high standard thereafter. He left Oxford with a Doctorate as a
theoretical physicist in 1964, worked for a while with the UKAEA, but soon settled
down as a Lecturer at the University of Salford.
In the Alps he preached mobility. He thought nothing of driving from Chamonix to
Innsbruck or from Grenoble to Pontresina if a move seemed justified by conditions.
Moreover his studies of weather were a good deal less hapazard than many, and his
scholastic approach to the sport led to him culling a fine crop of good but unknown
routes via various magazines and libraries. He was perhaps at his best picking up plum
routes in a bad season when others were returning home luckless. In this fashion he
played a part in opening up for British parties the limestone routes of the Vercots and of
the Saussois. He never attempted the routes which gain the limelight but many of them
were well within his skill. It was his ambition to climb the Walker Spur on the Grandes
]orasses, for which he was well equipped. But he would not do so unless companion and
conditions combined to give the opportunity. He was a very safe, competent and sure
mountaineer.
For 10 years or more he was attracted by skiing, at which he quickly became adept.
By dint of careful planning he organised his affairs to permit himself a skiing as well as a
climbing holiday abroad, and he was rapidly becoming an expert on the ski-touring
possibilities of the Bernese Oberland.
His principal contribution to the mountaineering world lay not in his new routes,
though he accounted for many, both in Wales, the Lakes and the Alps, but rather in
what he gave to its various organisations. He was General Guide-Book Editor of our Club
from 1968 to 1973 and successfully edited the Alpine Climbing Group Bulletin. He sat
on the Committees of the Fell and Rock, and the Climbers' Club, and had just been
elected Hon Treasurer of the latter at the time of his death. He sat tOO on the Management, Future Policy, and International Committees of the BMC and the Management
Committee of the MEF. He was much in demand both because of his common sense, and
his widespread knowledge and understanding and because of his acceptability as a person
to the more forward elements of the climbing world. It was at his suggestion that the
matter of the admission of women to our Club was raised in 1973.
Colin loved a good argument, being of a naturally disputaceous and inquiring disposition. Indeed he prepared himself at one stage to read law at Oxford, with a view to
practising at the Bar. If he espoused a point of view he was difficult to shift. Having
convinced himself of his own logic he was imperturbable. A few days before his accident
he argued in favour of the safety from electrical storm of a particular col for the placing
of a bivouac, and when the storm srruck later that night with lightning bracketing the
site within 30 yards on each side he was perfectly prepared to use the 2 discharges as
evidence in favour of his argument.
At mountaineering dinners, of which he was a great devotee, he would insist on
smoking cheap bent Swiss cheroots-the type that need straws through the middle so
that they will draw. He firmly, and perhaps accurately, believed that he was following a
tradition begun or at any rate fostered by George Finch. As the initiator and encourager of
great mountaineering plans at dinners and elsewhere, he will be sorely missed. As a companion he is irreplaceable. To his wife and small child-a bare 2 months old at his deathmust go the deepest sympathy.
Mike Baker
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